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HAVANA: Cuba announced on Sunday
night that it is launching broadband
Internet service in two Havana neighbor-
hoods as a pilot project aimed at bring-
ing home access to one of the world’s
least connected nations.

State telecommunications company
ETECSA said it would allow Cubans in Old
Havana, the colonial center that is one of
the island’s main tourist attractions, to
order service through fiber optic connec-
tions operated with Chinese telecom
operator Huawei.

Odalys RodrÌguez del Toro, ETECSA
director for Havana, told state media that
the government would also begin allow-
ing cafes, bars and restaurants to begin
ordering broadband service.

Del Toro offered no timeline for the
pilot project or rollout of broader access
and said prices would be announced in
the future. Still, any fiber-optic home con-
nections would be an important mile-
stone in Cuba, where broadband home
service is currently legal only for diplo-
mats and employees of foreign compa-

nies who pay hundreds of dollars a
month for Internet links that are a frac-
tion of the average speed in other coun-
tries. Some Cuban citizens have dial-up
home service or restricted mobile phone
connections that allow access only to
state-run email.

General public access to broadband
Internet began only last year, with the
opening of dozens of public WiFi spots
that cost $2 an hour. That is about a tenth
of the average monthly salary in Cuba.

Del Toro said ETECSA would open 30

more WiFi spots in Havana alone in 2016,
which by itself would double the number
of access points in Cuba. She did not say
how many more were planned for other
cities. The United States has been push-
ing Cuba to show that it is improving
conditions for its citizens as President
Barack Obama loosens the half-century
old US trade embargo on Cuba through a
series of executive actions.

Obama hopes to travel to Cuba this
year to celebrate his re-establishment of
diplomatic relations with the island but

has said he would visit only if he believed
his presence would help improve the
lives of ordinary Cubans by moving the
island toward greater freedom. US
Federal Communications Commission
chairman Tom Wheeler traveled to
Havana this month to meet with Cuban
officials about increasing Cuba’s connec-
tions to the Internet. Last week, the FCC
gave US companies blanket permission
to provide voice and data connections to
Cuba, doing away the requirement for
special FCC permission. —AP

Cuba to launch broadband home internet project

KYOTO: An indoor lettuce farm of Spread company at its Kameoka factory in
Kameoka city, Kyoto prefecture. A Japanese firm said on February 1, 2016 it
would open the world’s first fully automated farm with robots handling almost
every step of the process, from watering seedlings to harvesting crops. —AFP

KUWAIT: Virtual agents need to evolve towards Smart vir-
tual intelligence, delivering big data through real-time
smart analytics, said Jean Turgeon, Avaya’s VP & Chief
Technologist, Software Defined Architecture, World Wide
Sales, during an interview. Excerpts:

Q: Scanners, CCTV, detectors, are all in place to pre-
vent crime, loss of lives, etc. What is the advantage of all
this data?

A: While various technologies continue to evolve and
are ‘coming online’ today to address specific security or
business needs, the real impact on citizens will only be
seen when analytics allow them to be combined in real-
time, simultaneously with a layer intelligence over it.
Virtual agents need to evolve towards Smart virtual
intelligence, delivering big data through real-time smart
analytics.

For instance, somebody going to an ATM machine at
midnight and being captured on a CCTV system is hardly
unusual, but if that same individual was to withdraw the
maximum amount from all their accounts, it could be a
trigger that there may be something suspicious. Further
analytics can be quickly applied - what if those analytics
now confirm this person has outstanding infractions, has
not paid their loans or has a criminal record? 

What we want is for the system to be able to  notify the
police, inform them of the exact location of the individual,
enable tracking through their mobile device by enabling
GPS location overriding settings from the Service
Provider’s network, automatically update or create a record
for tracking, and document actions for future analytics. 

Through this, the technology elements on the city-
wide network feed in data to a centralized intelligence
centre, which can then look at patterns, trends, and identi-
fy the best approach. Essentially, it’s about bringing it all
together to a difference.

Q: Can technology really be deployed to prevent
human mistakes? 

A: In some cases it certainly could, as virtual intelli-
gence takes emotions out of the equation. When you have
a sophisticated database generating the best possible out-
comes based on past experience and lessons learned,
there is definitely a strong possibility of eliminating human
error. Imagine a person responding to a critical situation
where their stress levels are at the highest, you can easily
imagine that they may react quickly to a noise or move-
ment in a way that doesn’t generate the desired outcome. 

Now picture the same scenario, but this time with a
robot, which would be directed by a system devised for
these situations, with the backing of a wealth of data. This
could definitely give us a much better outcome. If you
apply this to an enterprise under cyber-attack, an automat-
ed business workflow could be triggered as the attack is
detected, enabling the system to take the necessary action
to either redirect, isolate, quarantine, or even stop the
attack - and  also  possibly notify a  government security
agency to also take action.

Q: How do we define security in today’s threats: Public
security, business security, national security, personal secu-
rity? What can governments, businesses large and small,
do to proactively manage security?

A: Cyber security impacts everyone in this connected
world. Every time you connect to an infrastructure you
have potential threats - that doesn’t mean we should be
paranoid about it, but it is a fact in this hyper-connected
world. The old approach of relying on perimeter defense
and rule-based security are now inadequate, especially as
organizations consider deploying a hybrid cloud model
with potentially open API’s accessible to partners and cus-
tomers to easily integrate with their systems in the new
SD-x (Software Defined Everything) world. 

At a personal level, think of all the ways you may be
connected as you read this article. You could have a range
of devices at hand, and even an access card, a Bluetooth
headset and so many more things that connect near and
wide. Each of these is potential for a personal security

breach, if you think of it.
Public or national security is clearly different to busi-

ness security but all of them impact personal security in
some ways. Public security is often related to the trans-
portation industry such as trains, airports, and highways,
while national security is typically associated with much
broader-impact events we see around the world. 

While business security is related to protecting intellec-
tual property or customer data, the key is to ensure
reduced surface exposure (meaning all the entry points
that an attacker can use to enter an environment) to the
public infrastructure, without losing sight of the number of
attacks originating from within private infrastructures.
Some necessary steps are:

* Reducing surface exposure: No statically accessible
services (functionalities that are less used or unnecessary)

* Strong authentication factors (minimum of three)
should always be used before extending services to a
human being or a machine. 

* Frequent monitoring 
Take the example of connecting at a hotel - there are

now solutions to deliver a secure personal Wi-Fi experience
and provide guests with completely isolated zones that

others guests cannot access. This is the type of model we
must extrapolate and apply to reduce the risk associated
with potential cyber-security. 

Q: In many countries, there are a number of social and
political security issues that come to mind - While there is
no magic fix, can you give examples on how technology
can be built to solve some of our most pressing issues
(national, social and environment related disasters for
example)

A: Well, as you state there are no magic fix to these on-
going threats but the best way in my view is to continue
to reduce the services exposure to the public internet,
while imposing stronger authentication methods - even
to services you want your citizens or customers to use.
While at first it may appear to be annoying to some, the
benefits and ability to track individuals or machines trying
to gain access to confidential or corporate information
will substantially out-weight the few steps individuals or
automated system would have to go through to reduce
the risk. 

External threats are in fact in my view sometimes easi-
er to prevent: I am not suggesting in any way it is easy, but
you typically know where the entry point is and what
information they are trying to get to. Internal threats are

in many cases more difficult to deal with, but when one
looks into it, the industry makes it way too easy for people
to penetrate an internal infrastructure. Just simply look at
various institutions and how easy it is to get into the
building, or once you are in the building how you can eas-
ily have access to the entire facility, connect via wi-fi or
ports pre-configured for a specific service such as a
phone, video conferencing unit, and so on. 

You should also be implementing stronger multi-fac-
tors authentication systems while you leverage the tech-
nology to track people and automate security response
based on intelligent real data analytics. We have GPS, Wi-Fi
triangulations, iBeacons, RFID, Video Surveillance Systems
with sophisticated movement, gesture or presence detec-
tion, in addition to biometric systems to control access to
areas or systems. 

All of these can provide much stronger security imple-
mentation but yet, the market seems resistant to changes
where the legacy IT is holding businesses back for the
wrong reasons. The world has moved to the human and
device mesh, the infrastructure supporting the connectivi-
ty can’t continue to be based on a legacy client/server
architecture. The technology is here today, but too many

vendors try to continue to convince customers the old way
is good enough, it is NOT the case and government, busi-
nesses and citizens have the right to demand a change. 

For instance, why can’t I have a one-click button to
push at any time on my smart phone to call for help, why
do governments continue to tolerate service providers not
allowing data services on mobile devices which MUST be
used to provide exact location and ability to deliver con-
tent or enable the smart devices as video inputs for the
emergency response team? 

The same  applies to the transportation industry. Why
is it we let citizens head down a highway when we know
there is an accident and the highway is fully congested?
Why is it we don’t inform the population when a storm is
nearby through all the mode of communications we have?
It is great to use radio or TV for this, but why can’t the gov-
ernment mandate service providers to immediately send
an SMS to ALL of their subscribers when a critical situation
is on-going? 

We need to see changes in this space, some countries
are further along but there are still too many organizations
living in the past and not taking full advantage of the tech-
nology available to them. The status quo is NOT accept-
able.

Virtual agents need to evolve towards 

Smart virtual intelligence: Turgeon

Jean Turgeon, Avaya’s VP & Chief Technologist.

TOKYO: A Japanese firm said yesterday it
would open the world’s first fully automated
farm with robots handling almost every step
of the process, from watering seedlings to
harvesting crops.

Kyoto-based Spread said the indoor grow
house will start operating by the middle of
2017 and produce 30,000 heads of lettuce a
day. It hopes to boost that figure to half a
million lettuce heads daily within five years.
The farm, measuring about 4,400 square
metres (47,300 square feet), will have floor-
to-ceiling shelves where the produce is
grown.

“Seed planting will still be done by peo-
ple, but the rest of the process, including har-
vesting, will be done (by industrial robots),”
company official Koji Morisada told AFP.

The move to robot labor would chop per-
sonnel costs by about half and knock energy
expenses down by nearly one third,
Morisada added. The pesticide-free lettuce
will also have more beta carotene than other
farm-grown lettuce, the company said.

Robot-obsessed Japan has repeatedly
turned to automated workers to fill labour
shortages that are projected to get worse as
the country rapidly ages. —AFP

World’s first ‘robot run’ 

farm to open in Japan

WUHAN, China: French car giant Renault
opened its first car factory in China yesterday,
the last major manufacturer to set up a plant in
the country as it looks to tap into the world’s
biggest auto market.

The $1.2-billion facility in Wuhan, a carmak-
ing hub in the central province of Hubei, is a
joint venture with Chinese manufacturer
Dongfeng and will have an initial production
capacity of 150,000 vehicles a year. China’s total
auto sales grew at their weakest pace in three
years in 2015, as a slowing economy and a
stock market rout slammed into demand.

But the country remains “a growth driver for
the global auto industry”, Renault CEO Carlos
Ghosn said at the inauguration. The factory was
a “first big step” for the development of the
Dongfeng-Renault joint venture and for the
growth of Renault, he added. China is crucial to
foreign auto makers, both as the world’s largest
market and a key source of revenue outside
Europe and the United States, but until now,
the French firm has largely allowed its Japanese
alliance partner Nissan to take the lead. Renault
sold a mere 15,850 vehicles in China last year,
down 50 percent on 2014, mostly SUVs built in
South Korea. That gave it a market share of less
than 0.1 percent.  But Ghosn said the country
was a “core part of Renault’s strategic plan”, and
that its long-term goal was a market share of an
ambitious 3.5 percent.

‘Right product’ 
Renault and Dongfeng have invested 7.6

billion yuan (now $1.2 billion) in the plant,

which is spread over a 95-hectare (235-acre)
site and currently employs 2,000 people. At
first the Wuhan factory will build Kadjars,
Renault’s latest crossover model, a key sector
for Chinese consumers.

“We see this niche exploding in China,
and it ’s not going to stop,” said Jacques
Daniel, CEO of the joint venture. “We’re arriv-
ing late, but with the right product.”

But he acknowledged that the current sit-
uation in China was challenging.  A total of

24.60 million cars were sold in 2015, accord-
ing to the China Association of Automobile
Manufacturers (CAAM) up 4.7 percent on the
previous year, but only about a third of the
near-14-percent growth seen in 2013.

Also, the economy, the world’s second
largest, grew 6.9 percent in 2015, its slowest
pace in 25 years.

Car makers responded by slashing prices
while some even cut production.  The market
for high-priced luxury cars has been hit by a

government crackdown on corruption and
an austerity campaign,  launched after
President Xi Jinping took office three years
ago.

The Chinese industry group forecasts
sales will still gain around six percent to top
26 million units this year. US auto giant
General Motors was the top foreign brand in
China last year, delivering a record 3.61 mil-
l ion vehicles,  to beat German r ival
Volkswagen, which is struggling with a glob-

al scandal over emissions cheating.
Renault ’s  French r ival  PSA Peugeot

Citroen, which is long established in China
and also has a joint venture with Dongfeng,
with three factories in Wuhan, sells 700,000
units a year in the country.

Renault will start producing electric vehi-
cles in Wuhan next year, and Ghosn said the
firm was considering developing an “afford-
able” electric car aimed at Chinese and
developing world markets. —AFP

Renault opens first China factory 
French car giant looks to tap into world’s biggest auto market

WUHAN: Chinese workers stand next to a Kadjar car at the production line of
France’s Renault and China’s Dongfeng Group factory in Wuhan, Hubei province
yesterday. —AFP

WUHAN: CEO of Renault Carlos Ghosn is guided to his seat during the opening
ceremony of France’s Renault and China’s Dongfeng Group factory in Wuhan,
Hubei province yesterday. —AFP

KYOTO: A worker checking lettuces at the indoor farm of Spread company in its
Kameoka factory in Kameoka city. —AFP


